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K = stock of (private) capital goods (at the end of the year). A = an index of the passage of time, 1931 = zero. G = government expenditure plus net exports. 
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Simultaneous equations



I



Until now, we considered models with only one equation



I



However, economic theory often requires the use of models with various equations, i.e. systems of equations



I



These equations are often not independent from each other, so in general they cannot be estimated independently
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Terminology



I



Consider the following one equation model : Yt = a + bXt + ut



I



Yt is the dependent variable : called endogenous because it is determined by the model



I



Xt is the explanatory or independent variable : called exogenous because it is considered as given 1



I



Generally speaking, endogenous variables are determined by exogenous variables



I



That’s precisely the difficulty with simultaneous equations : a same variable can be exogenous in one equation and endogenous in another, making estimation not straightforward



1
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Unless we have an endogeneity problem



Example



Say we have the following system of equations : I



Yt = a + bXt + ut (1)



I



Xt = Yt + Zt (2)



Because of equation (1), Yt is endogenous and because of equation (2), Xt is endogenous too. At the system level, only Z is exogenous. To get back to what we are used to, we should rewrite endogenous variables as functions of exogenous variables only.
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Example



The system can be rewritten in the following way : I



Yt =



I



Xt =



a 1−b a 1−b



+ +



b 1−b Zt 1 1−b Zt



+ +



1 1−b ut 1 1−b ut



Calling µ the "new" residual, we get to a usual framework. Notice that Xt appears to be a function of ut : in equation (1) of the first system, it is thus correlated to the error term. A basic hypothesis of OLS is violated (cov (Xt , ut ) 6= 0) and if we estimate (1) without taking into account the information provided by (2), estimates will be non consistent.
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Example of a structural model



Consider the following system of equations, using centered variables : I



qtd = a1 pt + a2 yt + utd : demand equation



I



qts = b1 pt + uts : supply equation



I



qtd = qts = qt : equilibrium equation (no error term)



This is the structural form of the model. Price and quantity are both endogenous, while income is exogenous. The model is complete because there are as many equations as there are endogenous variables (3).
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A reduced form



The model can be rewritten in the following way : I



qt = γ1 yt + µ1t



I



pt = γ2 yt + µ2t



With γ1 =



a2 b 1 b1 −a1 ,



γ2 =



a2 b1 −a1 ,



µ1t =



b1 utd −a1 uts b1 −a1



and µ2t =



utd −uts b1 −a1 .



This is the reduced form of the model.
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The general structural form



Let’s call Yi,t the M endogenous variables and Xi,t the k exogenous variables. We need to have M equations in the model. For every individual (or period) t, we have : b1,1 Y1,t + b1,2 Y2,t + ... + b1,M YM,t + γ1,1 X1,t + γ1,2 X2,t + ... + γ1,k Xk,t = u1,t b2,1 Y1,t + b2,2 Y2,t + ... + b2,M YM,t + γ2,1 X1,t + γ2,2 X2,t + ... + γ2,k Xk,t = u2,t ... bM,1 Y1,t + bM,2 Y2,t + ... + bM,M YM,t + γM,1 X1,t + γM,2 X2,t + ... + γM,k Xk,t = uM,t Remark : to take the constant into account, one of these variables can be equal to 1. The u’s are the structural error terms.
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Using matrices



B



Y + Γ



(M,M)(M,1)



X = u



(M,k)(k,1)



(M,1)



With B the matrix of b parameters, Γ the matrix of γ parameters. In each equation, one endogenous variable has its coefficient equal to 1 : it is the dependent variable of the corresponding equation. Equations where the structural error term is 0 are equilibrium equations.
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Identification We have the following system of equations : BY + ΓX = u If B has an inverse, we can pre-multiply the equation by B −1 : Y + B −1 ΓX = B −1 u which is the reduced form of the model. B has to be non singular (it has an inverse). This reduced form can be estimated by OLS. However, the estimation will provide B −1 Γ, and it is not always possible to go backwards and identify separately matrices B and Γ : this is a system of M ∗ k equations with M ∗ M + M ∗ k unknown parameters. To solve the problem, we have to assume certain restrictions. 17/32



The identification issue I



The estimation of the reduced form model provides parameters



I



But the goal is to get back to the structural parameters, to check the validity of the economic theory



I



If it is impossible to get back to the parameters of the structural model, the model is said to be under-identified



I



This happens when the number of equations < number of structural parameters to be identified. This makes the system impossible to solve



I



If structural parameters can be obtained from the reduced form parameters, the model is said to be identified I



I



just identified : we get unique values for the structural parameters over identified : no unique values 18/32



The identification issue The structural form is : BY + ΓX = u While the reduced form is : Y + B −1 ΓX = B −1 u Which can be rewritten : Y + ΠX = v I



Unknown structural parameters :



B ,



Γ



(M,M) (M,k)



and the



variance-covariance matrix of error terms Ωu I



Known parameters from the reduced form : Π and the variance-covariance matrix of the reduced form residuals Ωv



I



Number of structural parameters : NS = M 2 + Mk +



I



Number of reduced form parameters : NR = Mk +



I



NS − NR = M 2 : there are M 2 unidentified parameters and the identification is impossible. We need additional information (i.e. restrictions on parameters) to solve the model



M(M+1) 2 M(M+1) 2
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Possible restrictions



I



Normalization : setting a parameter to 1. This happens for every dependent variable in the model : this reduces the number of unidentified parameters from M 2 to M 2 − M



I



Identities : equilibrium equations do not need to be identified (see previous examples)



I



Exclusion restrictions : setting the coefficient of a variable to 0 in some equations, if it is irrelevant



I



Linear restrictions : according to economic theory, some coefficients are a linear combination of others



I



Restrictions on the variance-covariance matrix of error terms : for example, setting some covariances to 0 if relevant
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Conditions for identification (1) Assume normalization and some exclusion restrictions. I



In the M equation model, consider equation j



I



Parameters for this equation are in the j th column of matrices B and Γ



I



Let’s call M the number of endogenous variables in the model (also the number of equations in the model)



I



k : nb of exogenous variables



I



Mj : nb of endogenous variables considered in equation j, and Mj∗ the nb of endogenous variables excluded from equation j



I



kj : nb of exogenous variables considered in equation j, and kj∗ : nb of exogenous variables excluded from equation j



I



We get : M = Mj + Mj∗ and k = kj + kj∗



The order condition for equation j to be identified is : kj∗ ≥ Mj (i.e. : at least as many equations as there are unknown parameters).
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Conditions for identification (2) I



If the order condition is verified, then there is a solution, but not necessarily unique



I



The rank condition is necessary for uniqueness



I



Rank condition : equation j is identified if it is possible to obtain at least one non-zero determinant of order (M − 1, M − 1) (on the submatrices of Π) from the coefficients of the variables excluded from equation j, but included in the other equations of the model



I



Needless to say, this condition is never used with large models



Eventually : I



If kj∗ < Mj : model is under identified



I



If kj∗ = Mj : model is exactly identified



I



If kj∗ > Mj : model is over identified



Remark : if rj additional linear restrictions are considered, then the order condition becomes rj + kj∗ ≥ Mj
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Example : the Klein model 1. Ct = a0 + a1 πt + a2 πt−1 + a3 (W1,t + W2,t ) + u1,t 2. It = b0 + b1 πt + b2 πt−1 + b3 Kt−1 + u2,t 3. W1,t = c0 + c1 Yt + c2 Yt−1 + c3 t + u3,t 4. Ct + It + Gt = Yt 5. πt = Yt − W1,t − W2,t − Tt 6. Kt − Kt−1 = It I



π : profits ; W1 : wages from private sector ; W2 : wages from public sector ; Y : output



I



Endogenous variables : C , I, W1 , Y , π, K



I



Exogenous variables : W2 , T , G, t



I



Predetermined variables, considered as exogenous at the current time period : πt−1 , Kt−1 , Yt−1 23/32



Estimation methods



I



The estimation of simultaneous equation models is strongly related to Instrumental Variables



I



Broadly speaking, there are 2 categories :



I



Limited information methods (LI) : equations are estimated separately



I



Full information methods (FI) : the system is estimated as a whole and all the M equations are estimated simultaneously



I



Full information methods are more efficient 2 but less widely used because they are more difficult to implement



2
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i.e. have a smaller variance



Indirect least squares (LI)



I



Works with just identified equations



I



Principle : estimate the reduced form model with OLS, then compute the structural parameters



I



Estimators of the reduced form model are BLUE (OLS)



I



However, the estimators of the structural model are biased for small samples



I



Problem : the reduced form is not always easy to find, so in the facts, this method is rarely used
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Two-stage least squares (2SLS) (LI)



I



Works with just- or over-identified models



I



Say we have the following model, with M endogenous variables and k exogenous variables, for each individual t :



Y1,t = b1,2 Y2,t + ... + b1,M YM,t + γ1,1 X1,t + γ1,2 X2,t + ... + γ1,k Xk,t + u1,t Y2,t = b2,1 Y1,t + ... + b2,M YM,t + γ2,1 X1,t + γ2,2 X2,t + ... + γ2,k Xk,t + u2,t ... YM,t = bM,1 Y1,t +...+bM,M YM,t +γM,1 X1,t +γM,2 X2,t +...+γM,k Xk,t +uM,t
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Two-stage least squares cont’d



I



I



First step : regress every endogenous variable (the Y ’s) on the whole set of exogenous variables (the X ’s) and compute the fitted values (Yˆ ) We get : Yˆ1,t = α ˆ 1,1 X1,t + α ˆ 1,2 X2,t + ... + α ˆ 1,k Xk,t , same for ˆ Y2,t , etc (it is a kind of reduced form model)



I



Second step : in the first (structural) model, replace the Y ’s by their fitted value we just computed



I



We get : Y1,t = b1,2 Yˆ2,t +...+b1,M YˆM,t +γ1,1 X1,t +γ1, 2X2,t +...+γ1,k Xk,t +v1,t



I



Last, this new model is estimated by OLS
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Remarks



I



This amounts to estimating the model with Instrumental Variables



I



The goal of the first step was indeed to remove the correlation between the endogenous variables and the error term



I



Algebraically, the Y ’s were projected onto the subspace generated by the X ’s, the projection being the Yˆ ’s. Since the X ’s are exogenous, they are not correlated to the error term, and so is Yˆ



I



Other methods exist : generalized moments, limited information maximum likelihood (LIML) ...
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Three-stage least squares (3SLS) (FI)



Procedure : I



Same first step as 2SLS (estimation of a convenient reduced form)



I



Same second step as 2SLS (estimation of the second step equation)



I



Third step : with the help of the second step results, compute the GLS estimate (this takes heteroskedasticity or autocorrelation into account)
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Other methods and remarks



I



Full information maximum likelihood (FIML) : assuming error terms follow a normal distribution, we maximize the log-likelihood of the model, taking all the equations into account simultaneously



I



Method of generalized moments (heteroskedastic case mainly)



I



Full information methods are generally more efficient than limited information methods



I



However, a misspecification of the model has a greater impact on FI methods than on LI methods (the mistake will have an impact on the whole system of equations instead of a single equation).
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Testing for simultaneity



Before using these methods, we have to check if there is indeed a simultaneity problem : it is the purpose of the Hausman test. Say we have the following model : Qt = a0 + a1 Pt + a2 Yt + a3 Wt + u1,t : demand equation (Price, Income, Wealth) Qt = b0 + b1 Pt + u2,t : supply equation With Y and W exogenous, P and Q endogenous. I



The problem is to detect whether there is a simultaneity problem between P and Q
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The Hausman test 1. Estimate a reduced form model with OLS (each endogenous variable as a function of exogenous variables) : Pt = c0 + c1 Yt + c2 Wt + vt 2. Remark : just like the previous methods, we are not trying to recover structural parameters from reduced form parameters ˆt 3. Compute residuals from these regressions : vˆt = Pt − P 4. In the structural equation, add vˆt as an explanatory variable : Qt = b0 + b1 Pt + b2 vˆt + u2,t for the supply equation 5. We estimate this model, and do a T-test on b2 : if b2 is not significantly different from 0, there is no simultaneity : OLS are relevant 6. If b2 is significantly different from 0, there is simultaneity and we should use appropriate methods 32/32



Ct : consumption It : investment Yt Yt-1: production and production lagged W1 : private wages πt : private profits K, Kt-1 : capital stock and capital stock lagged W2t : government wages Gt : government expenditure (without wages) Tt : taxes Analysis period: 1920-1941. Equation 1-3 behavioral Equation 4 equilibrium equation 2 accounting equations (5 and 6)



Le modèle de Klein comporte 3 équations de comportement, 1 équation d'équilibre et 2 relations comptables:



Les variables endogènes sont : cons, invst, privwage, prod, profit et capital et les variables exogènes sont govtwage, govtexp, taxes et trend. Cette dernière variable est une tendance linéaire qui débute l’année 1920.  



 



Ct : consumption It : investment Yt Yt-1: production and production lagged W1 : private wages πt : private profits K, Kt-1 : capital stock and capital stock lagged W2t : government wages Gt : government expenditure (without wages) Tt : taxes Analysis period: 1920-1941. Equation 1-3 behavioral equation Equation 4 equilibrium equation 2 accounting equations (5 and 6)  



Klein’s Model I



Wojciech Mazurkiewicz Elżbieta Stępień Marek Gliniecki



Klein, Lawrence Robert American economist, born in 1920 in Omaha, Nebraska. Nebraska He has been active in academia, government, and private research institutes throughout the world since the 1940s. Klein'ss (1947) book The Keynesian Revolution Klein established him as one of the foremost scholars on Keynesian y economics. His influential studies in econometrics brought him further recognition. g In 1980 he was awarded the Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences.



In a book published in 1950, Lawrence Klein reported a model of the U.S. economy for the period 1921 1921-41, 41, which is widely known as Klein’s Model I. Advantage of this model is that it is small, so it is i easy to t understand d t d the th mechanisms h i working with it.



The equations q of Klein's Model I are set out below: Ct = α1 + α 2 Pt + α3 Pt-1 + α4 (WPt + WGt) It = β1 + β2 Pt + β3 Pt-1 - β4 K t-1 WPt = γ1 + γ 2 X t + γ 3 X t-1 + γ 4 A Pt = X t - WPt - Tt Kt = Kt-1 + It Xt = Ct + It + Gt



C = private consumption expenditure. expenditure P = profits net of business taxes. WP = wage bill off the th private i t sector. t WG = wage bill of the government sector. I = (net) private investment. K = stock of (private) capital goods (at the end of the year). A = an index of the passage of time, 1931 = zero. G = government expenditure plus net exports. T = business taxes. X = gross national product.



• The consumption function is premised on the assumption that the propensity to consume out of wage income (WP + WG) differs from the propensity to consume out of profit income. It is also hypothesised that although consumption out of wages depends only upon current wage income, consumption out of profits depends upon both current and lagged (net) profit income.



• The investment equation asserts that investment depends upon current and lagged (net) profits and also upon the size of the inherited capital stock, reflecting (in part at least) the extent of replacement investment. • The private sector wage bill (loosely related to the demand for labour) is hypothesised to depend upon current and lagged levels of private sector output.



Estimates of Klein’s Model I (Estimated Asymptotic Standard Errors in Parentheses) 2SLS C



I



Wp



3SLS



16.6



0.017



0.216



0.810



(1.32)



(0.118)



(0.107)



(0.04)



20.3



0.150



0.616



-0.158



(7.54)



(0.173)



(0.162)



(0.036)



1.5



0.439



0.157



0.13



(1.15)



(0.036)



(0.039)



(0.029)



C



I



Wp



16.4



0.125



0.163



0.79



(1.3)



(0.108)



(0.1)



(0.033)



28.2



-0.013



0.756



-0.195



(6.79)



(0.162)



(0.153)



(0.038)



1.8



0.4



0.181



0.15



(1.12)



(0.032)



(0.034)



(0.028)



OLS C



I



Wp



I3SLS



16.2



0.193



0.09



0.796



(1.3)



(0.091)



(0.091)



(0.04)



10 1 10.1



0 48 0.48



0 333 0.333



-0.112 0 112



(5.47)



(0.097)



(0.101)



(0.027)



1.48



0.439



0.146



0.13



(1 27) (1.27)



(0 032) (0.032)



(0 037) (0.037)



(0 032) (0.032)



C



I



Wp



16.6



0.165



0.177



0.766



(1.22)



(0.096)



(0.09)



(0.035)



42 9 42.9



-0.356 0 356



1 01 1.01



-0.26 0 26



(10.6)



(0.26)



(0.249)



(0.051)



2.62



0.375



0.194



0.168



(1 2) (1.2)



(0 031) (0.031)



(0 032) (0.032)



(0 029) (0.029)



Our estimates of Klein’s Model I for 1953-1984 2SLS C I Wp



-32,664 7 916 7,916 *37,358 13,801 *-64,434 95 036 95,036



0,65 *-0,325 0,806 0 22 0,194 0,22 0 194 0 01 0,01 1,23 *-736 0,029 0,351 0,312 0,003 0,83 *0,622 *1,137 0 153 0,125 0,153 0 125 3,008 3 008



3SLS C I Wp



OLS C I W Wp



-28,348 28 348 6,929 40,717 12,626 * 8 079 *-8,079 83,56



00,381 381 **-0,116 0 116 0,808 0 808 0,131 0,135 0,009 1,058 *-0,605 0,029 0,222 0,232 0,003 0 682 *0,154 0,682 *0 154 *2 *2,919 919 0,108 0,103 2,646



*-40,028 7 205 7,205 35,297 12,856 *-12,828 75 93 75,93



0,78 -0,306 0,797 0 199 0,178 0,199 0 178 0,009 0 009 1,255 -0,732 0,028 0,327 0,291 0,003 0,801 *0,357 *2,777 0 126 0,111 0,126 0 111 2,398 2 398 I3SLS



C I W Wp



-65,578 65 578 1,056 1 056 *0,141 *0 141 11,59 0,191 0,179 *4,224 1,467 *-0,438 13,737 0,342 0,305 -106,052 106 052 0,794 0 794 0,145 0 145 23,309 0,0434 0,048



* - statistically t ti ti ll insignificant i i ifi t Data for US economy taken from W. H. Greene „Econometric analysis”



00,742 742 0,128 0,021 0,003 * 0 28 *-0,28 0,672



• There are big differences in estimators that L.Klein received in his research and those achieved hi d by b us. • Fortunately, most of the outcomes that seem to contradict theory and common sense are statistically insignificant. insignificant • Many insignificant estimates and some huge standard errors by constant coefficients, are likely caused byy misspecification p of the model.



Comparison p of Klein’s and our estimation’s results



C I Wp



16.66 16 1.32 20.3 7.54 1.5 1.15



2SLS 0 017 0.017 0.118 0.150 0.173 0.439 0.036



1921-1942 0 216 0.810 0.216 0 810 0.107 0.04 0.616 -0.158 0.162 0.036 0.157 0.13 0.039 0.029



C I Wp



2SLS 1953-1984 -32,7 32 7 0,65 0 65 *-0,325 0 325 0,806 0 806 7,916 0,22 0,194 0,01 *37,358 1,23 *-736 0,029 13,8 0,351 0,312 0,003 *-64,434 0,83 *0,622 *1,137 95,04 , 0,153 , 0,125 , 3,008 ,



Out of manyy methods Klein used for his research, most commonly shown in the literature, are the Two Stage Least Squares estimates (though GMM seems to be most accurate). The biggest difference are the signs by lagged private profit and lagged output. output Signs of constant in wages and consumption equations and magnitude of it in investments equation differ from original Klein’s research. All biggest differences concern estimates that are not statistically t ti ti ll significant i ifi t



It is claimed in various papers, that estimating Klein’s Model with more recent, after war data is problematic (an additional 32 years from Greene's book). First, the data are highly correlated, causing diffi lt for difficulty f the th estimation ti ti process, andd second, d the th unconstrained estimation produces estimates that imply an unstable system The solution to this problem may be use of highly sophisticated methods like Constraint Maximal Likelihood.



Constrained Maximal Likelihood results



C



15,789



-0,137 0,137



0,738



0,703



I



15,265



-0,321 0,321



1,324



0,007



1,397 ,



0,314 ,



0,491 ,



-0,084 ,



Wp p



Results obtained from website of CML from Washington University website



Estimates are similiar to original Klein’s results except for present profit which, unlike lagged profit, appears to lower the level of present consumption and investments, which may not seem logical (especially in terms of investments).



C Conclusions l i from f our research h Deriving some policy rules given so inconsistent results seems useless. There is high demand for models describing the whole country economy, which drives researches for such a models. T be To b off any use in i policy li projections j i we would ld needd to expand the list of variables in a model and perhaps develop some new methods (VAR (VAR, LSE methodology) Macroeconometric models can serve a useful purpose if they are continuously reviewed, scrutinised and updated in the light of new data, new theories, new policy issues and new perceptions about how the economy functions



Despite D it its it poor performance f in i historical hi t i l simulation, the model may still be used for policy li simulation i l ti because b in i so doing d i we are concerned with comparing the b h i behaviour off the th model d l under d different diff t assumptions, and not with comparing the behaviour of the model with actual outcomes.



References: •W. Greene (2000), Econometric Analysis, 4th edition, Prentice-Hall. •L. L. Klein (1950), (1950) Economic Fluctuations in the United States 1921-1941, (preface), Cowles Foundation Monograph •Robert Dixon, Simulation with Klein's Model I Using TSP, D Department off E Economics i at the h University U i i off Melbourne M lb •L. Klein, The dynamics of Price Flexibility: Comment, AER,, Vol.40,, No.4,, p.605-609. p •L. Klein, The Use of Econometric Models as a Guide to Economic Policy, Econometrica, Vol.15, No.2, April 1947.
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